OUR IMPACT
DREAM CORPS TECH
formerly #YesWeCode

is a national program cultivating future tech leaders and entrepreneurs from underrepresented backgrounds; creating a pipeline of diverse talent that will shift the culture of the tech sector
To shift the culture of the tech sector towards a more inclusive and equitable future, TECH acts in 4 key ways:

**TRAIN**
Provide technical and soft skills training to untapped talent from underrepresented communities to secure guaranteed full time employment in tech related fields.

**ENGAGE**
Offer resources and tools for connection, education and professional maturation through various modalities of media and technology.

**CHANGE**
Construct and influence policy at the state and federal level to undergird the equitable work we are doing for inclusivity in the tech industry.

**HUMANIZE**
Inject SOUL into the tech conversation highlighting diversity and equity needs through storytelling and it's critical mass in this moment in history.
SUCCESS

SO FAR

3 BOOTCAMP TRAININGS

75 GRADUATES

$45K INCREASE

IN AVERAGE SALARY

SUCCES$
COLETTE PITAMBA Alumni

“This opportunity allows me to achieve my goal of being a developer. Going to school will greatly speed up the process for me to learn Front-End and Back-End development with other peers like myself.”
“If there was ever such a thing as learning with a Black experience, I received it and achieved it with Dream Corps Tech. Programming, or coding as some may call it, is such a critical part of how our world operates today. But nothing about this world says I can be a Black man, learn from Black engineers, guided by a Black staff, and graduate in 8 weeks with an offer for a life-changing job. That's the experience Dream Corps Tech gave me.”
“Before this program, I worked 50+ jobs in dirty or dangerous environments for little pay and no benefits. I frequently worked 3-4 jobs simultaneously all while being homeless and unable to rent a place of my own. This program is important to me because it afforded me an opportunity to be judged on my knowledge and hard work as opposed to my past!”
SAMRAWIT MEKONNEN Alumni

“For me, my cohort experience is what I prayed for! I say this because Dream Corps Tech opened so many doors for me. It has been such a blessing to be a part of such a wonderful program and to meet so many amazing people.”